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Veneer Glue Applicator | GLS

The GLUEMASTER GLS features smooth operation, low and easy maintenance  
and high throughput speed for the glue application to both sides of the veneer 
bundles in one pass

Pressure discs

Cleaning

Pressure & guiding rollers

Glue pots

Bundle height sensing

Veneer transport

The veneer bundles are pressed uniformly 
by the pressure discs during glue applica-
tion. This avoids glue penetration between 
the veneer strips.

Horizontal and lateral guiding rollers 
retain the veneer bundle to avoid shifting 
of the veneer strips. Spot free and even 
glue application is the result.

The bundle height sensing allows pre-
positioning of the horizontal pressure 
rollers to laterally align the bundle under 
light pressure before it is horizontally and 
laterally fixed.

Tool-fee dismantling of the dosing and 
applicator roller secure fast cleaning.

Easy accessible glue pots and tool-free 
removal for cleaning.

Smooth and maintenance free veneer 
transportation.

Glue units

Lower and liftable glue units with over-
head drive assemblies assure a hassle-free 
access to the glue units for cleaning and 
an almost maintenance free operation.

 Precisely adjustable glue quantity (PVAc or UREA type glue)

 Spot free and even glue application also on veneer bundles with fewer 
veneer sheets

 Overhead drive assembly avoid glue or condensed water to contaminate 
the bearings

 Integrated glue pot cooling allowing for extended glue lifetime

 Large diameter glue application rollers improve glue application

 Height sensing for exact veneer bundle alignment

 End-to-end, floating top pressure roller for optimal pressing of the 
veneer bundle

 Tool-free and simple disassembly of the dosing and glue applicator roller 
for hassle-free and fast cleaning
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